Abstract
interactions between electrochemistry and biotechnology, is the more important handicap 37 to be overcome in the near future and it justifies the research portfolios related to MFC 38 currently carried out by many research groups [5] .
39
In using mixed cultures in MFC, the microbial culture composition is expected to change 40 and acclimate to the operation conditions applied [6, 7] . In addition to the carbon source 41 and nutrient composition (fuel of the MFC) [8, 9] , the values of the solid retention time 42 and temperature [10] are known to be very important, as well as the organic loading rate voltage vs intensity performance [10] . Obviously, a cheap material exhibiting microbial- Table 2 . Areal weight, porosity and roughness were provided by suppliers.
157
The specific surface area was determined by the BET method with N2 adsorption at 77K. In evaluating a MFC as an energy conversion device, two parameters are worth to be 
158

174
As it can be seen, in less than two weeks of operation, the COD measured at the outlet As it is known, COD is consumed by both, electrogenic and non-electrogenic 
231
Changes in the COD consumption have to be reflected on the production of electricity [34] 232 and even the differences in this last parameter become greater among the different MFC,
233
as it is clearly shown in Figure 3 , which shows the changes in the current density produced 234 by the cells over the 2-month tests.
236
Electric current production is associated in the anode to the activity of electrogenic 237 microorganisms and in the cathode to the electrochemical reduction of oxygen (abiotic).
238
As in every electrochemical process, both reactions are coupled and one limits the other.
239
Initially, for MFC it is expected that the anode reaction acts as the limiting process 
267
The oxygen consumption rate in the cathode compartment is a direct measurement of the 
